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The purpose of this paper is to obtain localization and globalization theorems 
for a Dedekind prime ring R with classical quotient ring Q (Q is simple Artinian). 
The localizations of R which are obtained consist of one subring Rnn for 
each maximal two-sided ideal M of R, and one additional simple overring S 
which coincides with Q when R is bounded. The globalization results state that 
(n RM) n S = R, and that a homomorphism f of R-modules is one-one 
(onto) if and only if all of the “localized” homomorphisms fni and fs are one- 
one (onto). 
The ring T = n R,u is a bounded Dedekind prime ring whose two-sided 
ideal lattice is isomorphic (preserving residue rings) to the two-sided ideal 
lattice of R. Furthermore, every integral right R-ideal is uniquely expressible 
as an intersection J n K where J(K) is an integral right S-ideal (T-ideal). 
Each of the rings RM is “local” in the sense that it is a bounded principal ideal 
ring with a unique maximal two-sided ideal a (the Jacobson radical), and every 
two-sided ideal is a power of fq. The completion of RM at i@ is in a natural way 
isomorphic to the completion of R at M. The cancellation set of M, C(M), is 
defined to be {b E R : bs E M implies x E M}. The construction of RM consists 
of showing that C(M) is a multiplicatively closed set of regular elements of R 
with respect to which R satisfies the Ore conditions and then defining RM 
to be {ab-l : a E R, b E C(M)}. 
The ring S is defined to be {q E Q : qB CR for some nonzero two-sided 
ideal B of R}. S is a simple Dedekind prime ring and the lattice of integral right 
S-ideals is isomorphic to the lattice of completely faithful right R-ideals. 
Throughout this paper all ring theoretic conditions such as Artinian, 
Noetherian, and hereditary will be two-sided unless otherwise specified. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a non-Artinian prime ring with a simple Artinian classical 
quotient ring Q; such a ring will be called a prime Goldie ring. A right 
R-submodule of Q is called a right R-ideal (fractional) provided I contains 
a regular element of Q and there is a regular element b of Q such that bl C R. 
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1 is called integral if I C R. If 1 is a right R-ideal, then the left order of I? 
O,(I), is the set of all elements 4 of Q such that 41 C I. The right order of I, 
O,(I), is defined to be the set of all elements 4 of Q such that & C I. If R 
and S are orders in Q, they are said to be equivalent if there are regular 
elements a, b, c, and d of Q such that aSb C R and cRd C S. O,(1) and O,(I) 
are orders in Q equivalent to R. O,(I) > R if I IS a right R-ideal so that if R is 
a maximal order (maximal in its equivalence class of orders), R = O,.(I). 
1-r = (4 E Q : ql C O,JI)) = {q E Q : Iq C O,(I)}. 1 is said to be invertible 
if II-l = O,(I) and l-i1 = O,(I). R is a Dedekind prime ring if it is a here- 
ditary Noetherian prime ring which is a maximal order in its classical quotient 
ring Q. In this case every R-ideal is invertible. 
Let CT be a right R-module. u E U is said to be torsion element if there is a 
regular element b of R such that ub = 0. Let t(U) = (14 E U : zc is torsion). 
Levy [3] has shown that if R has a right classical quotient ring Q, then 
t(U) is a submodule of U. U/t( I/) is then torsion free (has no torsion elements). 
If R is a prime Goldie ring, then a cyclic right module R/I is a torsion module 
(every element is a torsion element) if and only if 1 is essential in R. Eisenbud 
and Robson [I] have shown that if R is a hereditary Noetherian prime 
ring, then a cyclic right R-module R/I is Artinian if and only if I is essential 
in R. Together these results yield the following Proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 If R is a hereditary Noetherian prime ring, then a cyclic 
right R-module is to&on if and on@ if it is A&inn. 
Let R be a Hereditary prime ring, then Levy [3] has shown that a finitely 
generated torsion free module is projective. This yields the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let R be a hereditary Noetheriav prime ring and let U be a 
finitely generated right R-module. Then U w t(U) @ U/t(U). 
Let U be a right R-module, Li is said to be faithful if Ur = 0 for 
1’ E R implies that Y = 0. U is completely faithful if every submodule 
of every factor module of U is faithful. U is bounded if UB = 0 for a 
nonzero two-sided ideal l3 of R. Call a right integral R-ideal bounded 
if it contains a nonzero two-sided ideal of R; call a right ideal of R, I, 
completely faithful if R/I is completely faithful. In [l], Eisenbud and 
Robson studied the structure of a finitely generated torsion module over a 
Dedekind prime ring and proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let R be a Dedekind prime ring and let U be a $niteZy 
generated torsion right R-module. Th.en U is the direct sum of a completely 
faithful module and a bounded module. 
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In particular, Theorem 1.3 shows that if I is an essential right ideal of R, 
then there are right ideals of R, K and J containing I such that J n K = 
I, J + K = R, R/J is bounded, and R/K is completely faithful. This fact 
will be used several times in the rest of the paper. Note that a finitely generated 
torsion module U is completely faithful if and only if it has no bounded 
composition factors. If U is completely faithful, then no bounded composition 
factors can occur since every submodule of every factor module is faithful. 
Conversely, if U is not completely faithful, then it has a bounded direct 
summand by Theorem 1.3 and hence it has a bounded composition factor. 
Theorem 1.3 can be generalized to torsion modules which are not necessarily 
finitely generated. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let U be a torsion module, then U = C @ B wlzere 
C = {u E U : UR is completely faithful) and B = (u E U : uR is boufzded). 
Proof. It first must be shown that C and B are in fact submodules. 
Take c E C and Y E R. Then crR C CR and hence must be completely faithful 
so that cr E C. Now take c, f E C. (c + j)R C CR + jR which is a homomorphic 
image of CR @ fR. As a result (c + f )R can have no bounded composition 
factors so that (c + f )R is completely faithful and c + f E C. It is easily 
seen that B is a submodule. 
Take 0 f u E U; then, by Theorem 1.3, uR = C’ @ B’ where C’ is 
completely faithful and B’ is bounded. Hence u = c + b where c f C and 
bEB.ThusU=C+B.ClearlyCnB=OsothatU=C@B. 
Eisenbud and Robson proved one more fact that will be needed; namely, 
that a Dedekind prime ring satisfies the one and one-half generator property; 
that is, if 1 is an essential right ideal of R and if x is a regular element of I, 
thenI=xR+yRforsomeyEI. 
If R is a prime Goldie ring, R is called an Asano order if the R-ideals 
(two-sided) form a group under multiplication. Robson [4, Theorem 2. l] has 
shown that a prime Goldie ring is an Asano order if and only if R is a maximal 
order and every integral R-ideal is a projective right R-ideal if and only if for 
each integral R-ideal ,4 there is an R-ideal A* such that AA* = R = A*A. 
Hence a hereditary Noetherian prime ring is a Dedekind prime ring if and 
only if it is an Asano order. 
Let R have quotient ring Q; a ring such that R C S C Q is called an overring 
of R. If h : R + S is a ring homomorphism, Silver [5] has called t% a left 
(right) localization if the map S OR S --f S defined by C xi @ yi + C xi yi 
is an isomorphism and h induces on S the structure of a flat right (left) 
R-module. A is called a localization if it is both a right and a left localization. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. If R is a hereditary prime Goldie ring and if h : R + S 
is the incbsion map where S is an overring of R, then h is a localization. 
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Proof. GD(R) = 1 so that WO(R) = 1. R is a two-sided order in Q so 
that RQ and Q, are flat. Since lW(R) = 1, all submodules of RQ and QR are 
flat; in particular, RS and S, are flat. Suppose that x ,T~ @ yi + C xciyi = 0 
where xi , yi E S. Since R is a two-sided order in A, there are regular elements 
b and d of R and elements F: , 7’i of R such that xi = b-5$ and yr: = T&l for 
all i. C xiyi = b-l(C ~~7~) d-l = 0 which implies that C %f~i = 0 since 
b-l an.d d-r are regular elements of Q. As a result 
1 xi @ yi = c 6-l @ q j@l = b-l @I (1 m?<yJ d-’ = 0. 
Hence the map is one to one. It is clearly onto and hence an isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let R be a hereditary pime Goldie ring and let S be an 
omwi~g of R. Then S is hereditary. 
Proof. Let P be a projective left R-module. Using the adjoint isomorphism 
it is seen that S OR P is a projective left S-module. Let U be a left S-module. 
U is automatically a left R-module so that there is an exact sequence 
0 + PI - P, --t U - 0 where P, and P0 are projective left R-modules 
since R is hereditary. The sequence 0 ---f S @ PI ---f S @ P,, + S @ c-j. 0 
is exact since S, is flat. S @ U is S-isomorphic to C however since 
S @ S N S by Proposition 1.5. S @ PI and S @ P, are S-projective by the 
above so that pd(,U) < 1. U was arbitrary so that S is left hereditary. 
Similarly S is right hereditary. 
2. LOCALIZllTIONS AT nkIhz4L IDEALS 
In this section R is assumed to be a Dedekind prime ring and M is assumed 
to be a maximal two-sided ideal of R. The localization of R at ill, R, , is 
constructed and shown to be a bounded principal ideal ring with a unique 
maximal ideal M (= rad (RM)). Every ideal of R, is shown to be a power of M 
and R/M” N R,JiW (as rings) for every positive integer k. 
The cancellation set of M, C(M), is defined to be (b E R : 6x E M implies 
that x E M}. It is clear that C(M) = {b E R : [b + M] is not a left zero divisor 
in R/M}. R/M is simple Artinian so that being right regular is the same as 
being a unit is the same as being left regular. Hence 
and the definition of C(M) is left-right symmetric. 
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LEMMA 2.1. If b E C(M), then 
(i) bR + Mk = R = Rb + lW for every positive integer k; 
(ii) b is regular. 
Proof. Consider the ring RIlW. lV.I/lW is the Jacobson radical of RIM”. 
Since bR + M = R, (bR + lW=)/iW’ + M/W = R/W. But nqiw is 
small in RIM” so that (bR + lW)/lW = R/W and hence bR + IW = R. 
Similarly Rb + A@ = R. This proves (i). 
Suppose that bx = 0. By (i) [b + W] is a unit in R/ilP; but 
[b + nPJ[x + A@] = [bx + AP] = [0 + nP] SO that [X + &PI = [o + AP] 
and E E AP. Therefore x E n A/k and x = 0. 
Call a simple right R-module bad if it is annihilated by M. Let C = {b E R : b 
is regular and RjbR has no bad composition factors}. If I is a bounded right 
ideal of R, then I contains a unique largest two-sided ideal. Call this ideal the 
bound of I. 
LEMMA 2.2. C = {b E R : b is regular and bR is not contained in any right 
ideal wh.ose bound has M as a factor in its decomposition as a product of maximal 
ideals}. 
Proof. If bR C I with b regular and if the bound of I has Al as a factor in 
its maximal ideal decomposition, then R/I has a bad composition factor and 
hence so does RjbR so that b E C. 
If b E C, b regular, then R/bR has a bad composition factor. By Theorem 
1.3, there are right ideals I, J3 bR such that I n J = bR, I + J = R, Rip is 
completely faithful, and R/J. b IS ounded. Hence if R/bR has a bad composition 
factor, then RI J has a bad composition factor and as a result the bound of J 
has M as a factor in its maximal ideal decomposition. 
LEMMA 2.3. C = C(M). 
Proof. (i) CC C(M). Take b E C, then bR + A4 = R for otherwise 
bR + M would be a right ideal containing bR whose bound (M) would have 
A!! as a factor in its maximal ideal decomposition contradicting b E C by 
Lemma 2.2. Thus bR + M = R and b E C(M). 
(ii) C(M) C C. Take b E C(M); we want to show that R/bR has no bad 
composition factors. By Theorem 1.3 there are right ideals 1, J 3 bR such 
that I n J = bR, I + J = R, RI J is completely faithful, and R/I is bounded. 
Let B be the bound of I, then B = Pi1 ... P2 a unique product of maximal 
ideals and R/B N RIP,“1 @ ... @ RIP” 16” as rings. This ring decomposition 
decomposes R/I so that R/I is isomorphic to R/I, @ ... @ R/In where 1{; is a 
right ideal containing I whose bound is Pp. If RjbR has a bad composition 
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factor, then M must be one of the Pi’s, say Pi . Let K be a maximal right ideal 
containing I1 ; then K 3 M, and, hence, 
contradicting the fact that bR + Ilrl = R. Thus RlbR can have no bad 
composition factors. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let KR C aR CR and let a-lK = (r E R: ar E K}. 
aR/K N R/a-lK. 
Proof. Clearly a-lK is a right ideal of R. Define h : R/K - R/a-IK by 
h([aP + K]) = [F + a-lK]. h is additive and R-linear. If ay E K, then 
r E a-lK implies Iz([ar + K]) = [r + a-IK] = [O + a-IK] so that il is well 
defined. If [r + a+K] = [0 + a-lK], then r E a&K implies that a~ E K 
implies that [ar + K] = [0 + K] so that h is one to one. h is obviously onto. 
C = C(M) is a multiplicatively closed subset of regular elements of R 
since if c, d E C and cdx E M, then dx E M and hence x E 114, so that (cd)x E M 
implies that .1: E M and hence cd E C. The next proposition shows that we can 
form the quotient ring with respect to C. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. R satisfies the Ore conditions with respect to C. 
Proof. Take a E R and b E C; we want to show that these is a d in C and 
an r in R such that ad = br. aR/(aR n bR) ‘v (aR + bR)/bR by the iso- 
morphism theorem and hence is Artinian and has no bad composition factors 
since it is isomorphic to a submodule of R/bR. Let K = a-l(aR n bR). 
Then, by Lemma 2.4, R/K ‘v aR/(aR n bR), Thus, R/K is Artinian, K is 
essential in R, and K is a right R-ideal (Proposition 1.1). It is sufficient to show 
that there is an element d of C in K, for then ad E aR n bR so that ad = br 
for some 1’ in R. R/K has no bad composition factors so that K + M = R. 
Take x E K n Msuch that x is regular; then by the one and one-half generator 
property there is a d in K such that K = dR + xR, 
R = K + M = dR + xR + M = dR + 1’U 
so that d is in C. The other Ore condition is shown to hold by a symmetric 
proof. 
Let R, = lab-l : a E R, b E C>. Proposition 2.5 shows that R, is an 
overring of R and that R,, = {b- ia : a E R, b E C}. The remainder of this 
section will be concerned with the structure of R, . 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. Let R and R,, be as above, then 
(i) if I is a right ideal of R, and if 4 = I n R, then I = IR,W ; 
(ii) if P is a maximal ideal of R and if P # M, then PR,\, = R,,, ; 
(iii) if I is a two-sided ideal of R,,,t , I IT R = Mk for some positiae 
integer k; 
(iv) RMM% # R,, . 
Proof. (i) Clearly IRar C I. Take x E I, then x = ab-I, a E R, b E C. 
Then a = (ab-l)b E 1 and hence x E IR, . 
(ii) If P f M is a maximal two-sided ideal of R, then P + M = R. 
By an argument similar to that in the proof of Proposition 2.5, it is shown 
that P contains an element of C, say b. Then bb-l = 1 is an element of 
PR,, so that PR,, = R,,, . 
(iii) If I is a two-sided ideal of R,bf, then I= I n R is a two-sided ideal 
of R so that f = MtP”l ... P” lZn a unique product of maximal ideals of R. 
Then by (i) I = fRi = MtPp ... P> = WR, by (ii). Hence Mt C 1 
implies that e, = ... = e, = 0 and 1 = Mt. 
(iv) Suppose R,WMR,W = Ii,, ; then 1 = C x,m,y, where the xi’s and 
yi’s are in R,, and the mi’s are in M. By the Ore conditions of Proposition 2.5 
there are elements c and d in C such that xi = c-lri and yi = s&l, where the 
ri’s and si’s are in R. 1 = C ximiyi = x c-lrimisi = c-‘(C rimisi) d-l and 
cd = C rimisi an element of 111. But this would say that d E M since c E C; this 
contradicts the fact that d E C. 
THEOREM 2.7. R, is a bounded principal ideal ring with a unique maximal 
two-sided ideal M, MS n R = Adk, and evmy two-sided ideal of R,,, is a power 
of m. Furthermore R,JMk E R/M” ( as rings via coset representation). 
Proof: Let % = R,,,MR,V which is not equal to R, by Proposition 2.6. 
ill n R 3 M and is a proper ideal of R so that hl = M n R. Since every ideal 
is the expansion of its contraction, M = MR, = R,,,M. If I is any two-sided 
ideal of R,v, In R = A42 for some k so that I = MkR, is contained in 
hfR,, = M. Also, since MR,\{ = R,& Mk = (MR,# = MkRR, = I. 
Hence M is the unique maximal ideal of R, and every ideal of R, is a power 
of M 
&?Wr = R,MM-l = R, = lWIMR, = llFM and then RMik-l = 
M-1MiW1 = dd-1R, _ R,,,JWIM = R,iWWRM = R, = MR,iWl so 
that R,M-l C Af-l. If x E Ad-l, then Mx CR,, so that MR,x C R,W and 
R,Wx: C R,JW1; thus, x is an element of R,&V. Hence, M-l = M-IR, = 
R,JV-l and M is invertible. Similarly (W-1 = R,JW-% = M-k and M” is 
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invertible. Since me thus have that every two-sided ideal of R, is invertible, 
R,\, is an Asano order and in particular a maximal order. R,., is hereditar!i by 
Proposition 1.6 so that R,,, is a Dedekind prime ring. 
Take I a maximal right ideal of R,,, and suppose that it does not contain M; 
then I + M = R,,[ . R, is a Dedekind prime ring and thus enjoys that one 
and one-half generator property, so that if x is a regular element of 1 n M, 
then there is a y such that yR,, + xR,\, = I. 
Thus there is a s E R,, and an m E M such that yx + rrt = 1. Clearing 
denominators we have y’ + VI’ = b where y’ E In R, VZ’ E M, and b E C. 
Thus, [y’ + M] = [b + M] in R/M, and, therefore, y’ E C. But this means 
that y’ is a unit in R,, so that I = R,, . This says that all maximal right ideals 
of R, are bounded and that l&? is the Jacobson radical of R, . If J is an 
integral right R,,-ideal, then all the composition factors of R,/ J are anni- 
hilated by M so that J contains some power of M and is bounded. IIence, 
R,, is a bounded Dedekind prime ring. 
If I is an integral right R,-ideal, then 1jLlr is principal and hence I is 
principal by Nakayama’s Lemma. Every right ideal is a direct summand of 
an integral right R,\,-ideal so that R,\, is a PIR. 
It remains to be shown that R,lM”i N R/ML. Since &P7: A R = 31”. the 
map R/M’ + R,/ML taking [r + &I’] + CY + Wj is a ring monomorphism. 
It need only be shown that it is onto. Take Cab-l + W] an element of R,,/ W L 
where a E R, 27 E C. bR + X7i = R implies that there exists an r in R and an 
IIZ in Mk such that br + ma = 1. Thus ab-l = ab-l(br + m) = av + ab-$1 
and hence [al- + ,W] = [ab-l + hFj. 
Remark. Since the ring isomorphisms in Theorem 2.7 commute with the 
natural homomorphisms RiL$ptl + RI&D: and Rnijlvk-l - R,,/Lv7., 
@ R/II/IL Y lim R&W. That is, the completion of R at Mis isomorphic to the 
completion of R,,, at M. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. If I is a right ideal of R,, and if 1 = 1 r! R. then 
R/I Y R,,/I. 
Pmof~ (I + R)/I N R/(I n R) = R/I. H ence it is sufficent to show thar 
I + R = R,, . Take ab-l E R,, , a E R, b E C. R,,,l is bounded so that I 
contains some power of M, say &F. 1 then contains M”. Since b E C, 
M” + Rb = R and in particular I+ Rb = R and, hence, there exists I’ E R and 
i E I such that i + 1-b = a. Multiplying through by b-l on the right yields 
ab-’ = ib-1 + Y an element of I + R. 
481:21/J-3 
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3. THE SIMPLE OVERRING S 
In this section we construct the simple overring S, which along with the rings 
R,, will provide a globalization theory for R. S will be a simple Dedekind 
prime ring and the lattice of integral right (left) S-ideals will be isomorphic 
to the lattice of completely faithful right (left) integral R-ideals. 
Let S = (q EQ : qB C R for some nonzero two-sided ideal B CR). It is 
easily seen that the definition of S is left-right symmetric and that S is an 
overring of R. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. S is a simple Dedekind prime ring. 
Proof. Assume that I is a two-sided ideal of S; 4 = I n R will be a two- 
sided ideal of R. By the definition of S, j-1 C S. Hence 1 E n-l C i;S C I. 
Thus 1 = S. S is hereditary by Proposition 1.6 and is a maximal order since 
it is simple; therefore S is a Dedekind prime ring. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (i) If I is a completely faithful iiztegval right R-ideal, 
then IS n R = I and S/IS N R/I. 
(ii) If J is an integral right S-ideal and if J = J n R, then J = JS 
and 1 is a completely faithful R-ideal. 
Proof. (i) Every right ideal of R can be generated by two elements; 
so let I=aR+bR; IS==aS+bS. Take .?eEISnR;~=as,+bs,, 
s, , sa E S. There is then a two-sided ideal B of R such that s,B CR and 
s,B CR. XB C as,B + bs,B C aR + bR = I and (.xR + I)B C I, that is, 
((xR + I)/I)B = 0. But this implies that XR + I = I and that x ~1 since 
R/I is completely faithful. 
(R + IS)/IS z RI(IS n R) = R/I so that to show S/IS E R/I it is 
sufficient to show that IS + R = S. Take s E S, sB CR for some two-sided 
ideal B of R so that s E B-1. I + B = R since R/I is completely faithful. 
Thus s E B-l = RB-1 = (I + B)B-l = IB-l + R C IS + R. Therefore 
IS + R = S. 
(ii) Let J be a right S-ideal and let j E J, then jB C R for some two- 
sided ideal B of R. j E jR = jBB-l C JS. Therefore J C JS. Suppose J is 
not completely faithful; then by Theorem 1.3 there is a right ideal of R, I, 
such that I3 J, R/I is completely faithful, and I/J is bounded. Say IB C 1 
for a two-sided ideal B of R, then I C ]B-l C JS = J. Hence J = I is com- 
pletely faithful. 
COROLLARY 3.3. The lattice of integral right (left) S-ideals is isomorphic 
to the lattice of completely faithful ipztegral right (left) R-ideals. 
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4. THE GLOBALIZATION THEOREM 
In this section it is shown that a globalization theorem holds for the 
overrings of R constructed in the previous two sections; namely, if U is a 
right R-module for which U OR S = 0 and .Y @!R R, = 0 for each maximal 
ideal ll1 of R, then U is the zero module. A formulati.on in terms of homo- 
morphisms is also given. From this it is shown that Q/R rz Qz,!S G (B,341cxQ/R,,,lf 
where X is the set of all maximal ideals of R. 
LEMMA 4.1. If H is an over&g of R and if I is an integral right R-ideal, 
then (R/I) @ H = 0 if and only ;f IH = H. 
Proof. This follows since (R/I) @ H N HIIH. 
If H is an overring of R and if U is a right R-module, then there is a 
map U --t U @ H defined by u ---f u @J 1. This is an R-homomorphism since 
ur - au @ 1 = U @ Y = (24 @ 1)T. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let H be an ovewing of R and A a torsion free right R-module. 
ker (A -+ A @ H) = 0. 
Proof. 3 is the direct limit of its finitely generated submodules which are 
all projective so that A is flat. Hence we have a commutative diagram where 
the top row is exact. Since ker (A + A @ Q) = t(,!l) = 0, 
ker (A - A (@ Hj = 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let U be a right R-modale. 
(i) ker (L’+ U @ Raw) = {u E U : ub = 0 for some b E C(M)j. 
(ii) ker (U + Ii’ @ 5’) = (u E U : uB = 0,for a nonxero tao-sided ideal 
B of Rj. 
Proof. (i) If ub = 0 for b E C(M), then b-l E R,,{ and u --f ZI @ 1 = 
u @ bb-l = ub @ b-l = 0. Conversely assume u @ 1 = 0. Since U --) U @ R,\, 
is an R-homomorphism, uR 0 R, = 0. We must have that uR is torsion, 
for uR splits into torsion and torsion free parts by Theorem 1.2 and 
the torsion free part is zero by Lemma 4.2. Hence we have an exact 
sequence 0 ----z I - R -% uR --f 0 where h(1) = u and I is an integral right 
R-ideal. By Lemma 4.1 IR, = R,, . R has the one and one-half generator 
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property so that I = aR + bR where a E In M and b E I. R,, = IR, = 
aR,,, + bR,w C M + bR, which implies that bR, = R,, since M is the 
Jacobson radical of R,,,l . This says that 6-l E R,\, so that 6-l = xd-l where 
x E R, d E C(M), then d = Id = bb-ld = bxd-Id = bx E 1 and ud = 0 
for d E C(M). 
(ii) If uB = 0, then B-l C S and in 110 S, u @ 1 E u @R = 
u @ BB-l = uB @ B-l = 0. Conversely assume u @ 1 = 0. As above 
uR @j S = 0 and uR E R/I where I is a right R-ideal. By Lemma 4.1 
IS = S, but IS = S implies FIS = I-?‘3 implies S = I-lS implies I-1 C S. 
I-r is a finitely generated left R-module so that 1-l = Rs, + ... + Rs, . 
By the definition of S there is a two-sided ideal B of R such that siB C R for 
all i. Thus I-lB C R and II-lB C IR = I. 1 E O,(I) = 11-l and therefore 
BCIanduB =O. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let U be a right R-module. If lJ @ S = 0 and if 
U 0 R,,f = 0 for each maximal ideal M of R, then U = 0. 
Proof. If uR is a cyclic submodule of U, then UR @ S (uR @ R,) can 
be considered to be a submodule of U @ S (U @ R,,,) since sS (RRILI) is flat. 
Therefore, it is sufficient to consider the case U = UR is cyclic. If 
uR @ S = 0, then u @ 1 = 0 and there is a two-sided ideal B of R such 
that uB = 0 by Proposition 4.3. uR is a bounded torsion module and hence 
Artinian. By an induction argument on the composition length of uR it is 
sufficient to assume uR is simple and that B is a maximal ideal, say M; then 
uR @ R/I where I is a maximal right ideal of R and lkl C I. (R/I) @ R, = 0 
so that by 4.3 there is a b in I such that b E C(M). bR + MCI; 
but bR f 111 = R so that uR Y R/I = R/R = 0. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let H be an mewing of R and let f : A + B be an R-homo- 
nzo@zism of right R-modules A and B. 
(i) (Im f) @ H = Im (f @ I). 
(ii) (kerf) @ H = ker (f @ 1). 
Proof. (i) Cf(xi) @ hi = (f @ 1)(x T.~ @ hi) so that (Imf) @ H = 
Mf 0 1). 
(ii) 
that 0 
Consider the sequence 0 -,prr f 5 A 2 Im f + 0. RH is flat so 
---t (kerf) @ H*A-4 OH-% (Imf) @ H + 0 is exact. By(i) it 
followsthatker(f@l)=Im(i@1)=Im(i)@H=ker(f)@H. 
A property is said to hold locally if it holds upon localizing at S and at R, 
for all maximal ideals M. 
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PROPOSITION 4.6. Let f : 3 -+ B be a homomorphism of right R-mddes. 
(i) f is onto if and only if f is locally onto. 
(ii} f is one to Oite if and only if f is locally one to one. 
(iii) f is an isomorphism if and only if f is locall>~ an isomo~phism. 
Ryoof. By Lemma 4.5 B/Im f is locally the zero module and hence is then 
the zero module by Theorem 4.4. f is thus onto. Similarly we have (ii). 
(iii) follows from (i) and (ii). 
PROPOSITIOX 4.7. 5’ n (r)nPf,y R,,) = R. 
Proof. Let A = S n (nhfEX Rd,\i); clearly A 1 R. By Theorem 4.4 it is 
sufficient to show A/R is locally zero. Suppose El = 5’ or H = R,,f for III in 9. 
0 --f A/R - H/R is exact so that 0 -+ (A/R) @ H -+ (H/R) @ H is also 
exact and it is sufficient to show that (H/R) 21 H = 0. Consider the exact 
sequence 0 ---f R + H---f H/R + 0. We have the commutative diagram 
where the top row is exact and where h,(C xi @ ri) = 
x xiyi . h, is an isomorphism by Proposition 1.5 so that chasing the diagram 
yields that i @ 1 is onto and thus that (H/R) @ H = 0. 
R is a hereditary ring to that homomorphic images of injective modules are 
injective. In particular Q/R is R-injective. 
LEILI~U 4.8. Let I an J be integral Tight R-ideals, then 
(I n /)-I = I-1 + J-1 
Proof. Clearly 1-l f 1-l C (I n J)-‘. Let x E (In J)-I; without loss of 
generality take x E (I n J)-11,R. Consider the diagram 
O-I+]---- 
where h is defined by h(i +i) = %i (“S denotes [x + RI). iz is well defined 
since II E (I n I)-‘. Q/R is injective so that h can be extended to h’ making the 
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diagram commute. h’ will be given by left multiplication by h’(l), say 
U(1) = 7. If r ~1 n j, vr = h’(r) = h(r) = 0, and if r EI\J, 31~ = h’(r) = 
h(r) = .i% = 0 since s E (In J))‘. Thus 7~ = 0 for all Y E J which means 
that y E J-l. If s E 1, xs = h’(s) = 7~ so that (X - y)s = (X - J)S = 
xs - jis = 0; that is, (X - y)s E R for s in 1. That says that x - y E I-1. 
Thusr=(x-y)+yEI-i+J-l. 
LEMMA 4.9. (i) Let I be an integral right R-ideal such that R/I is completely 
faitlful, then I-l C R, for all maximal ideals Ad of R. 
(ii) Let P be a maximal ideal of R, then P-l C S and P-” CR,,,, for all 
maximal ideals M of R such that Al f: P. 
Proof. (i) Take I such that R/I is completely faithful. I + A!7 = R and 
hence there is a b in C(Af) such that bR CI by an argument used in Lemma 2.3. 
I-l C Rb-l C R, . 
(ii) P7; + M = R so that again there is a b E C(iU) n P7; and 
P-” C Rb-l CR, . 
THEOREM 4.10. Q/R F Q/S 0 (@,cicx Q/RILI). 
Proof. Consider the map Iz : Q/R - Q/S 0 KI~I~x QIRd defined by 
h([q + R]) = ([q + S], [q + Rhr],...}. h is clearly an R-bimodule map. 
12 is one to one since R = S n (nlwex R,,). It remains to be shown that Im h 
is the direct sum and not the direct product. 
Take q E Q, to show that h(q) is in the direct sum it is sufficient to show 
that q is in all but finitely many of the RM’s. q = ab-l for a E R, b regular in R; 
since h is a bimodule map it is sufficient to show 6-l is in all but finitely many 
of the R,,‘s. Consider bR; by Theorem 1.3 there are right ideals 1, J such 
that In J = bR, I + J = R, R/I is completely faithful, and R/J bounded. 
Let B = Mp ... A/1$ a unique product of maximal ideals be the bound of J. 
By Lemma 4.8 lib-l = 1-l + J-l CI-l + M;“l+ ... + ATies. By Lemma 
4.9 Rb-1 is thus contained in all the R,‘s except RM1 , . . . . R,,, . Hence h goes 
to the right place. 
To show that h is onto it is sufficient to show that h maps onto each com- 
ponent. Consider first the component Q/S. Take q E Q; it is to be shown that 
thereisapEQsuchthat[p+S]=[q+S]and[p+R,J =[O+R,,1 
for all the RM’s. Again it is sufficient to take q of the form b-l, b regular in R. 
Consider bR; as above bR = 1 n J, I + J = R, R/I is completely faithful, 
and RI J is bounded with bound B = Mp ... Mz. 
Rb-1 = I-1 + J-ICI-1 + nJyel + . . . + &'j-;% 
and b-i=g+~r+“‘+x,~ where gEI-1 and x~EM;‘~. b-‘-g= 
x,+...+2~*~~~B-~CS.Hence[b-l+S]=[g+S].Alsog~~-~whichis 
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contained in R, for all M by Lemma 4.9; therefore, [g + R,,J = [0 + R,,] 
for all maximal ideals M. This shows that h maps onto the component Q/S. 
An argument of a similar nature shows that h maps onto components of the 
form Q/R,, . 
5. THE BOUNDED OVERRING T 
Let T = fl R,\, . In this section it is shown that T is a bounded Dedekind 
prime ring and that contraction is an isomorphism between the lattice of 
two-sided T-ideals and the lattice of two-sided R-ideals which preserves 
residue rings. It is also shown that if U is a right R-module such that 
U 0 T = 0 = U 0 S, then U = 0. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. T = u I-l where I ranges over all integral right R-ideals 
I such that R/I is completely faithful. By symmetry the left alralog holds also. 
Roof. lJ IF C T = 17 R,,,f is basically the content of Lemma 4.9. 
Take q E T; a = abpl, a E R, b regular in R. Consider bR; by Theorem 
1.3 bR=Ir? JwhereI+]=R, R/I. is completely faithful, and R/J is 
bounded. Let the bound of J be B, then Rb-l = I-l + J-l C I-l + B-l bl 
Lemma 4.8, and q = u&r = x + y where m E I-l and y E B-i. I-l C T by 
the converse so that y = q - s is an element of T. Therefore 
y~Tn&lcTnS=R and q = s+yEI-1 
since IpI 1 R. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If K is an integral right T-ideal and if E = K r\ R, 
then K = KT. 
Proof. Clearly ET C K. Take q E K, then by Proposition 5.1 
q E I-l for a completely faithful integral right R-ideal I. II-l = C+(I) 
so that 1 = z xiyi , xi E I, yi E I-l; then q = q(x xiyi) =x 4~~3’; E KT’ 
since qx[ E R for all i and yi E I-l C T. 
LEMMA 5.3. (i) If K is an integral right T-ideal, then k’ = K n R 
contains a two-sided ideal of R. 
(ii) If M is a maximal ideal of R, tlzen TM = AiT is a maximal proper 
ideal of T. All maximal ideals of T are of tlzis form. 
(iii) (MT)-l = TAP = APT and TFif is invertible. 
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Proof. (i) By Theorem 1.3 x = In J where I + J = R, R/I is 
completely faithful, and R/J is bounded. Consider the following 
KTA JT 
diagram in which the top row is exact. The vertical maps are defined by 
x xi @ yi + x xiyi . 1 E 11-r C IT by Lemma 4.9; hence (R/T) @ T = 0 by 
Lemma 4.1. J/E ‘U R/I so that (J/g) @ T = 0, and the map f is onto. The 
vertical maps are onto which implies that the inclusion map inc is onto and 
K = J is bounded. 
(ii) Take M a maximal ideal of R and consider M the expansion of M 
in the ring R, . M n T is a two-sided ideal of T and (M n T) n R = 
M n R = ill so that MT = lW n T = TM by Corollary 5.2. This also 
means that M n T is a proper maximal ideal of T. If I is any maximal ideal of 
T, then I n R is contained in a maximal ideal of R, say P, so that 
I = (In R)T C PT and hence I = PT. 
(iii) T&-l = (RT) M-1 = (M-lMT) M-l = M-l(MTiW1) = 
IW~TMM-~ = &I-IT and (TlWl)(MT) = T so that TAT-l C (TM)-l and 
MT is invertible. If q E (MT)-l, then (MT)q C T implies Tq C TAT-l implies 
q E TlWl so that (TIcI)-’ = T&f-l = AVT. 
THEOREM 5.4. T is a bounded Dedekind prime ring with ideal lattice 
somorphic to that of R via B C R + BT. Fzuthermove R/B N TIBT. 
Proof. Let B = Pl ... P, a product of maximal ideals be a two-sided ideal 
of R, then BT is a two-sided T-ideal and BT = (P,T) *.. (P,T) follows from 
the fact that P,T = TP, for all i. Since every ideal is the expansion of its 
contraction these are the only two-sided ideals of T. Also, since every maximal 
ideal of T is invertible and since every ideal is a product of maximal ideals, 
every ideal of T is invertible. Thus T is an Asano order and hence a Dedekind 
prime ring since every overring of R is hereditary. T is bounded since by 
Lemma 5.3 if K is a right ideal of T, K n R contains a two-sided ideal of R. 
It only remains to be shown that if B is a two-sided ideal of R, then 
R/B ,z T/BT. The map [r + B] + [V + BT] is a ring monomorphism 
since BT n R = B. The map is in fact onto. Take t E T; t ~1-l for a com- 
pletely faithful right R-ideal 1. I + B = R so that i + b = 1 where i E I and 
bEB. t=tl=ti+tb. tiER since tEI-l, and tbETB=BT. Hence 
[t + BT] = [ti + BT]. 
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PROPOSITION 5.5. Let Lr be a right R-module such that c’ la S and C :a T 
are both xem; then U = 0. 
Proof. As in Theorem 4.4 it may be assumed that C; is a cyclic torsion 
module. Also by 4.4 it is sufficient to show U @ R,, = 0 for each maximal 
ideal AI. Let U = R/I, then U @ T = 0 implies that IT = T implies that 
IR, = R,, since R,, 1 T. Hence U I@ R,,, = 0 by Lemma 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. If I is an integral right R-ideal, then I = J fl K where 
/ is an adegral light S-ideal and K is an integral right T-ideal. J afzd K are 
unique, and comerse2y any such iztersection is an integral right R-ideal. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.3 I = p n K where R/j is completely faithful and 
R/x is bounded, then JS n R = 1 by Proposition 3.2, and ET n R = K 
follows from the proof of 5.4. By the proof of Lemma 5.3 (i) IT = RT, and 
by the proof of Proposition 3.2 (ii) IS = JS. Let / = JS and let K = RT. 
JnKCSn TCRsothatJnK=(JnKjn R= (Jn 17) rl (Kn R) = 
1 n a = I. The uniqueness follows since J = IS (K = IT) is the smallest 
right S-ideal (T-ideal) containing I and the fact that any larger right S-ideal 
(T-ideal) would have a larger contraction. 
The converse follows since if J is an integral right S-ideal and if K is an 
integral right T-ideal then they both contain regular eiements of Q and hence 
are both essential in 0, as right R-modules. Hence J n K mist be an essential 
submodule of R and an integral right R-ideal. 
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